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In an effort to honor the author's original work, the titles and formatting of the poems in this journal
are exactly as submitted by the authors – for this table of Contents we standardized the titles.

Spring Bursting Forth - Terri Michels
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Calling for a New Kind of Song
There was a time that nature touched us
In the way of a teacher or a lover
And poets could sing blithely of her wonders
When Shelley wandered lonely as a cloud
Keats heard the song of the nightingale and
Wordsworth saw intimations of immortality
But it was Yeats who looked beyond the swans
To the widening gyre and told us of rough beasts
Approaching and that the center could not hold
So what are we to do when we behold a tree
That beckons us to come close and then
Whispers in our ears please help me
We want to just let go of everything
So we can hold the wounded bird
And hear a new kind of song
We want to step into a river that is dying
And hear the murmurs from the current
That says we can’t step twice in her waters
So we enter into a new kind of relationship
With the once wild world that needs us
As much as we have always needed her
So we listen, we listen, we listen
And in the silence we forge a bond
As we vow to never let go, never let go
- Carol Flake Chapman
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In the Front Yard Series
- Martha Nance

Spring
Robin Red Breast sings
Dutchman britches out to dry
Long awaited...Spring.
-Terri Michels

I Am You
I am survival
Awake me to be woke
Provoke me to be provoked
Evade me, and tumble into darkness
Or, correct me to be corrected
Take action to be activated
I am your redemption
I am your earth
I am breath
Contaminate me and be contaminated
Reject me and be rejected
Pollute me, and see catastrophe
Or, restore me and be restored
I beg you, react and be reactive
I am your last chance
I am your air
I am life
Dilute me and be diluted
Heat me and be heated
Increase melt, and cause current shutdown
Or, conserve me to be the conservator
I plead, protect me and be protected
I am your survival
I am water
I am reality
Burn me and be burnt
Abuse me and be abused
Ignore me, and be poisoned by your neglect
Or, assimilate to be assimilated
Take action to be activated
I am your savior
I am you

Owl

- Michelle Wittensoldner

Ornithophily
Does the heliotrope sense
the subtle influence of sunbirds
or the bellflower what transpires
when the white-eye enters its throat?
What must the ovule-summoned hummingbird
make of her wing-blurred color
or the sunburst of pollen
wreathed around her head?
When is the moment
in the violent spasm of her flight
that she knows how furiously
her heart is beating?
- Jared Green

- Rhonda R. Robb
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natural medicine
scale this mountain
carved by moon
crest the hills;
traverse the lush green
valleys of
your heart.
turn to your side
at birdsong
at fauna, at bloom.
do you see?

Bryce Canyon at Sunset
- A.M. Kennedy

breathe the quiet so loud
it is profound.
at twelve steps,
sit down.

Whistling With a Bird
I was speaking with a bird this morning.
Whistling back his tune.
It was after the rain.
He answered, and I answered,
over and over; again and again.
In a language I don’t know,
its meaning I can’t grasp;
yet, conversing was complete somehow.
Our exchange carried on the wind,
its beauty piercing; undeniable.
Searching, I scan green-leafed branches.
A petite bird leaves its apple tree top.
A blur; I catch just an impression;
yellow-feathered, black. Flight too fast to see.
His parting swift and strong;
a streak composed of musical notes.
I wonder, what was his vision of me?
Did he comprehend my song?
Forever I’ll remember our moment of connection.
I believe that he, too, felt its perfection.
I will hold this bird in my heart; how
I whistled; he sang his part with glee.
I know, as I walk along,
he remembers singing for me.

close your eyes.
when you return,
you will be free.
- Mela Blust

Tiny Seed Photograph Library

- Marjorie Moorhead
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Family Tree
The tree is planted, watch it grow,
Family drawn, from the seeds below.
Life’s intertwined like thick thorny vines,
Branches reaching for a distant skyline.
Falling and lifting, the winds always shifting.
Shaking the foundation of love we are gifted.
Roots made so strong, keep holding on,
Unable to tear apart unbreakable bonds.
The view is a beautiful sight to see,
The colorful leaves of this family tree.
- Eric Jacques

Haiti Post Hurricane Decampment haiku
My baby’s crying.
Too much of the world, whimpers
still mean starvation

Tiny Seed Photograph Library

- Gerard Sarnat

To an African Elephant
Stomp loudly. Walk with grace. Eat
hundreds of pounds of grasses per day.
Wallow in it. Own your size, proud to be
the largest land mammal. Swim often.
Watch for predators lurking in the jungle.
Fight with your tusks and win with your weight.
Poachers will count your worth as ivory:
don’t believe them. Never forget loved ones
who have gone before you. Pause in reverence.
When the African savannah grows heated, when
drought threatens your livelihood when hippos
threaten your young, walk trunk to tail and beat on.
- Anissa Godfrey
Tiny Seed Photograph Library
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At the Poetry Reading
The collective name for ladybugs is a loveliness
I am distracted by a ladybug
who flies on to the seat in front of me
and waddles across the top
of some guy’s seat who is not aware
of her presence. I do nothing
but watch her fire red dome and
count her spots. I want to hold her-I wish she would choose me as a landing strip.
She eclipses the poem
that goes on without me--

Seed Dance
-Laura Stone

And, like that, she disappears
under the weight of a writer’s back as he shifts

Maple Key

We started off as one…

uncomfortably in his seat.
I didn't expect this to be her fate.

a fluttery spinning satellite.
parted in the winds
broke away by the seasons.
These maple roots
needed a scattering,
these sugary visions
yearned to breathe.
now we rest,

Her tiny life moves me more
than all of these words, I have heard so far.
And as I mourn her,
she crawls triumphantly
out from the folds of his hoodie,
somehow still alive.

our dance performed…

I cup her gingerly between my fingers,
place her in the palm of my hand.

our whirling wings
set free
sowing tiny seeds
was our destiny.

I am her ground now and
I congratulate myself on this rescue
as she rides with me through these lines.
I turn my head to the open

- Laura Stone

door and the sun. It is May and new
outside on this Vermont mountain.
She does not pause now as she
crawls on to my jeans.
When the poem ends, she decides
now is as good as any moment
to take flight, clapping her wings. I follow
her path and discover a loveliness
of ladies on the white walls of the little theater
who have formed their own constellation.
- Victoria Nordlund

Tiny Seed Photograph Library
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Black Branches
A setting sun,
whispering to us
in silhouettes,
blues and yellows and pinks,
bruised and battered,
dancing behind black branches.

Tiny Seed Photograph Library

Healing

- Karran Finlay

when autumn falls upon me
and our wounds crust over
dried leaves swept in violent
the scarlet tones of violet
we push

the petals

forward

when autumn falls upon me
i stretch out towards the country
where sleeping hearts lie landlocked
where branches ache in memory
to firewood

burnt auburn

when autumn falls upon me
and white ash twigs creak low
i peel back my fortunes
to find
healed souls
a season i call

home

- Lydia Falls
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Tune of nature
Floating galaxies in infinite space
are emitting light proclaiming presence,
the explosions in it, fire bullets of stars
which are torn into pieces of planets.
Earth cools down rotating around the sun,
mighty waterfalls form a lake on the plain,
the moonlit sky brings calmness around,
the trees sway on the beach with murmuring sound.

What Home Leaves
- Keith Moul

- Dr. Sandip Saha
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Etiquette
A huge brown moth the size of my hand, yellow spots on her shoulders,
rested on the peeling windowsill where I needed to be sanding.
She lay flat, at a slight angle to the square lines of the building.
She startled me — though how startling could a moth be, all dust and feathers?
I inspected her as close as I dared, then took a picture with my phone.
But I had to get to work; the old paint under her belly had to come off.
How do you ask a giant moth to leave a shadow for the hot summer skies?
I did not know the formalities.
“Just put your hand under its feet,” my father told me from the ground.
I felt like some ham-fisted churl intruding on the sleep of a nighttime fairy.
But my parents were paying me to scuff off these second-storey windows,
to remove the wear of sun and rain and make them look new and strong.
The moth with her fern-like antennae must go.
So I gingerly brought my fingers to her side.
She jumped.
I jumped.
Dad laughed.
When I looked again, dark blue eyes had opened on her soft wings
and were looking at me, unafraid.
In need of an intercessor, I offered the goddess a cedar shake to ride.
Groggy in the daylight, she missed the cedar, stumbled
and fell
like a brown autumn leaf,
floating down.
She caught the air before she touched the ground
and climbed, jerk by jerk, upward.
She circled a pine tree and entered from the back.
And I turned back to the window, sand-paper in hand,
to grind the peeling paint to dust
in her honor.
- M. Christine Benner Dixon
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I Ain’t No Bald Cypress
A skinny face and skinny neck.
Two old boots at the foot of his bed.
Leather soles worn skinny too.
Quiet in his room.
A car driving the highway across the pasture
sounds like someone breathing
next to him.
A restful sleep
with deep, complacent breaths.
A contented feeling
foreign to his skinny
heart.
Old boots on his feet now.
Again.
Pointed toe-box muddy from standing at the shore of this Swamp.
Murky, black water like an oil slick.
A stand of bald cypress rooted in the muck.
Shiny surface of the pond like a mirror makes the trees look as deep as they are tall.
Their trunks just above the water’s surface look stretched.
The way skin looks when pulled too far from the bone.
A breeze barely felt
makes the black pond try lapping at his feet
the way someone curls their finger
when they want you closer.
But he steps back so it can’t.
With that muddy, pointed toe-box
he kicks
a pinecone, fallen from a loblolly nearby.
Ripples on the pond’s surface now
bend the reflections of
the bald cypress stand.
When the ripples dissipate
and the reflections return,
he says, audible only to
this swamp,
“I knew you weren’t that deep.”
Getting sunny now, the early morning chill starting to
move off.
Making way for afternoon.
The quiet room still quiet.
The bed unmade.
Old, skinny-soled boots gone now.
A car drives the highway across the pasture.

Tiny Seed Photograph Library

- Kevin Wayne Zerbe
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Returning to the Crooked Willow
When I am Home,
a little crooked and hanging,
my wrapped roots exposed.
I am planted here.
In front of you.
To be admired,
climbed on.,
nested in.

I will serve your nitrogen,
to the saplings and the aged,
through the forest floor.
Your birthplace, your buried place;
Where the other woodland creatures don't question
your worth,
like you did while on your walk.
Where you are greeted with circular, purposeful
gratitude,
finally found at this,
the end,
of your travels.

If you long
to follow lines
and tracks,
reaching to the heavens
or the dirt,
remember:
it is
priceless the not seeking with certainty, with
the up or the down.

- Jill Blake

If my painted lines are Home,
I am planted here for you.
{your value to me is beyond flesh, closer to Blood}
If you can forget yourself
in my map
of circled rings
of yesterday's
growth,
remember;
these are
priceless
versions of truth.
{valued reflections in algae covered toad ponds}
If my version of truth soothes you,
I am planted here for you.
In your backyard.
Wherever it is.
I am with You.
In Your heart, rooted.
Your home, growing.
In the Forest of the west.
When your ashes need a lullaby,
promise to return to me.
cell to cell,
lines to lines,
map to map,
truth to truth.

Tiny Seed Photograph Library
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Dusk
Some cultures believe that cardinals are a
connection to the spiritual world.
The visitor arrives,
red plumage glistening
from an evening shower.
Cardinal knows my name
and can negotiate the space
between the sill and the window.
Perched with wisdom,
awaiting direction.
“Not now,” I say.
“Not now.”
He always comes at dusk,
talking to the wind
and to the stars blinking their way
into my existence,
beckoning me to the outside
to my ancestors,
imploring me to enjoy
my time on earth
or he will come back
to remind me
that there is always room.

Tiny Seed Photograph Library

Cardinal Impulse
Splash of Crimson among the green
Out of sync with the breeze’s consequence
In tandem but also unsynced with Mate
Mate, the color of white socks
Washed with a Valentine’s sweater
Crested, but dulled by the biology of fecundity
Splash of Crimson dances and
Preens among the green
While Mate auditions nests

- Beth Curran

- Russell E. Willis

Winter in the woods
- Alex Stolis
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Cotton Grass
- R.J. Small
Milk Maids

The milk maids are out
buxom blossoms bouncing in the breeze
They came from my mother’s garden
soil moulded with her gardener’s hands
a clump of roots and wilted greens
wrapped in damp newspaper
seeds filched from a garden
or lifted from the wild
tapped into a hankie slipped into her pocket
germinated in a tin lid
on the window sill
I fed, watered, mulched and coaxed
my hand's sandpaper, nails black-rimmed
but the milk maids didn’t thrive
balloon-shapes wilting in the sun
chiding my incompetence
When she could not wield the secateurs
to prune her precious roses
or lift the spring bulbs
dead-head the daisies
Neglected cuttings, their thread-like roots
filled vegemite jars on the sill
As she lay dying I held her hand
brown speckled and papery smooth
cool as a rose petal
her nails manicured and painted pink
at the care home where she lived
The milk maids are out
their creamy skirts swinging in the breeze
among the snap dragons and kiss-me-quick
the columbines and lady’s fans
reminding me of her garden
and her hand in mine
- Laura Brinson

What Man Does Not Know
It lands,
talons stretched;
the mouse betrayed
by the barest
movement under the stalks.
Wings splayed,
prey struggling,
the hawk lifts
and is airborne.
It glides in
the guiding
magnetic field:
From those heights
it knows
the shape of
the very earth.
- Patricia Thrushart
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Solid Ground

My children always have dirt
in their fingernails.
“Clean your nails!
That’s disgusting,”
I bark at them.
I don’t quite understand how it happens
or why I tell them to clean them.
It’s not as if we are not of Earth,
Digging our way past layers —
sand and clay, rich humus,
bedrock, bone, a rogue plastic shovel, a hard grievance.
There's nothing like a toddler who seeks the sandbox
in every corner of the playground
afraid to go into real Earth,
seeking something contrived,
before she even knows of Earths offerings.
Yet, we tell them to wash their hands and faces.
Stop soiling your knees.
Come inside, you’ll get dirty.
Come inside, the mosquitoes are out.
Come inside, the world is difficult, complicated.

Fern
- Libby Young
Caught in a Spider Web
A leaf dangles upside down,
like a trapeze artist,
floating to and fro.

And the soil down here in the south
is haunting, really.
Coarse, unforgivable, quicksand into despair,
tangled webs of insects and filth.
Stand on it for a short time.
See how that Bermuda grass swallows your toes.
Feel how unwelcoming it is.
Days like today, when it’s cold but hot down here,
when the sun is, once again, playing favorites,
I seek solid ground.
The luxurious New England green carpet
I rolled around on as a kid.

A leaf spins,
quickly and tightly,
like a ballerina.
A leaf twirls,
like an umbrella,
whose top is inside out.
- Sophia Falco

When I first introduced my children
to the New England coast,
I left them outside
in that soft green, rich soil,
and salty air.
There were secrets for it to tell them.
I devoured those secrets as a child.
At dusk, I brought out a wool blanket and turkey
sandwiches.
We counted stars until the moon shone over us
and the breeze over the bay
rocked the sailboats to sleep.
- Beth Curran
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Dunes
- Cassandra Alfred

Snow Boots and Mittens

Winter Silo
- Alex Stolis

I remember the morning I awoke to my very first snow. I was seven years old and my family had just
moved to the Willamette Valley from Long Beach, California. My father woke me up that Saturday morning with
a movie to entertain my younger brother and I while he made breakfast. Hungry children can be tyrants, and my
brother and I were no exception. I remember he shook me awake and whispered to be quiet so as not to disturb
my mother and to go to the front room. He held the VHS of Balto in his hands. I crawled from my bed, sad to
leave the early morning warmth of blankets, and walked down the hallway, rubbing my heavy eyes with tiny fists.
I moved into the front room of the house, my feet cold now that they were exposed. It was, I think, January; I
remember that there was no Christmas tree blocking the window, and it was through that window I saw the
white of fallen snow.
I gasped and ran forward, pressing my nose close to the cold glass and peered out at a world that was
both familiar and brand new. It was as if the snow had reconstructed the place I called home, burying it in more
white than I had ever seen in my life. I turned my head toward my dad who was smiling as if he’d planned for
eight inches of snow to dump on our house as an early morning surprise, intending to lure us out of bed with the
promise of a movie.
“What’s that stuff?” my five year-old brother asked.
“It’s snow!” I shouted.
I don’t know why I was so excited. I don’t know what drew me to this foreign, wet powder. I thought it
beautiful, but I also knew it was cold. I knew some people didn’t like snow because of the cold. I knew it could be
dangerous. Yet, my body was filled to my fingernails with excitement. I ran down the hall to my parents’ bedroom
shouting for my mom to get out of bed and come look. The need I felt to run outside was urgent. Once my mom
was awake, we all dressed in our warmest clothes: pants, wool socks, sweatshirts, winter coats, snow boots, and
mittens. I was the first outside, eyes wide and mouth gaping.
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I remember it was cold, but I didn’t care. It meant that I was outside in the snow. I looked around at the white
fluff, how it covered the ground, how it built up on branches and dressed the trees in white garments, winter
leaves. I stepped slowly, afraid to disturb the magic that had transported me to an alternate place. The snow
crunched beneath my feet, the only sound I remember, as if the snow had muted the ruckus of the city and the
rush of the morning. I leaned forward, bending at the hips, and gathered a bouquet of snow in my black gloves,
brought it to my face and breathed in. It smelled of sky, of wind, of rain; it smelled of a place I could never see
except through this medium. I was smitten.
My parents and my brother soon joined me and our backyard was filled with laughter and shouts of playfulness.
My dad stuffed snow down the back of my mom’s coat, eliciting a squeal and a kind of desperate jump-dance
that made my brother and I fall to our knees with laughter. My mom repaid my dad’s kindness with a wet
snowball to his red face. An hour or so we played, only retreating indoors to eat breakfast. As soon as my plate
was clear, I was out in the snow once more, unable to untangle myself from the tendrils of winter.
I built a snowman, I made snow angels, I spun in circles and stared up at the sky, pink and covered in clouds. I felt
as if I belonged to this natural phenomenon, this strange beast of winter. I was no longer human, I was a winter
child, possessed by a fiery cold that I hoped would never thaw. I wanted it to snow again so I could watch the
flakes tumble through the air to their designated place on earth. I wanted to taste them on my tongue, feel them
on my skin, watch them tangle themselves in my hair. I wanted to be one with the snow, wanted to forever be
part of this winter world. I hoped I would haunt this goddess of snow the way I knew she would haunt me.
Later, I sat with my feet near the fireplace. Heavy crackles echoed inside the black iron stove. The little door to the
stove was open; my dad had left it so when I finally came inside, soaked through. He took a single glance at my
pants, drenched in melted winter, and my hands, red from cold after having discarded my gloves, and my wet
hair, and pointed for me to sit near the fire he’d just built. I pulled my feet from my boots and little tufts of snow
tumbled onto the brown shag carpet.
“How did you get snow in your boots?” he asked, shaking his head.
I knew the question required no answer. I smiled and sat. After a while I laid on my back, stuck my feet
into the air and held them near the heat. My socks were still on my feet because, unbeknownst to my dad, I
intended to go out again before the sun had fully set. I plumped my coat under my head like a pillow, reveling in
the lingering smell of winter. I gazed out of the sliding glass door at the backyard; even in the waning light of day,
the snow was vivid. Inches of its purity still blanketed the grass, the concrete patio, and the wooden play structure.
My brother sat behind me eating popcorn; he had given up on the wet and the cold, satisfied that he had become
well acquainted with the Oregon winter. It no longer held his interest. I, however, was not so easily pacified. I
needed to further impress myself upon this world I knew wouldn’t last forever. The snow would melt at some
point, and I wanted a piece of me to travel with it wherever it went, carrying me along until we were reunited
once again.
The weather man’s voice droned in the background, one moment promising several more inches of
snowfall, only to then reverse the claim. I didn’t listen too closely. I knew that my connection with snow and with
winter was true and that, because I loved her, she would stay with me a little longer. I stared at my brown, wool
socks, still wet and cold from the snow inside my boots. I was glad they were still wet. I wanted much more of this
manifestation of magic connected to my body. I wanted to donne my boots again and dive so deep into her cold
hands that my body would interlock with her fingers and make us one entity. I wanted to breathe snow into
myself. It was the first time I had seen my reflection in nature, in the earth, and I wasn’t ready to let it free. While
my dad was in the kitchen talking to my mom, I grabbed my coat, slipped my still damp feet into my boots, and
snuck into the winter darkness.
- Janel Brubaker
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JULY LIGHTS; 2007
9:45 pm, now dark
.
The bar b que over, we carry our folding chairs
down the street, seat ourselves among our neighbors to talk,
drink alcohol and laugh until the fireworks start.
The nearby country club’s annual production unfolding.
Fireflies clocking in as the un-paid overture of this July 4th
symphony.
A starburst above us confirming the start of the show, the explosions,
getting everyone’s attention.
Many colors visible, yellows from sodium, reds, blue, and green from the
other materials all adding to this introduction.
When our children were small they’d get into their pajamas, and as the first
noise sounded we’d drive down the street, park, sit on the hood of the car and
watch...
They got older, moved away leaving us with our friends whose own children had
also moved on, our friends becoming our new family.
Moments pass with ‘oohs and aahs’ that follow some of the brighter and louder
rockets.
Occasionally a white light glows to our right or left—fireflies carrying on with
their flirting, unperturbed by the noise of children with their flashlights and squirt
guns, running around the lawns and celebrating their childhood.
Eventually aloud crescendo, with lots of noise and lights for five or six more
minutes, as the firework display concludes.
The show ends, and we all fold up our chairs, pick up our empty wine bottles, and
walk home as the smoke waves goodbye, and quietly drifts east.
‘Another one?’ No just the lightning bugs.
Later that night with everyone gone and before bed, my wife and I go outside, lie
down on our lawn chairs for a few moments, hold hands and watch the fireflies
continue this July 4th performance.
Abi Gezunt, indeed.
- Stuart Terman
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Rock On
Sunrise:
my mountain is close enough
to watch her dance a fandango
with the rising sun.
She, with firmly embedded
elephantine feet uses the wind
to swirl her skirts
to the Spanish rhythms.
Noon:
blanched against the hot sky,
heavy, languorous,
leaning into herself
she is still, the music quiet, classic guitar,
each string plucked individually.
She listens;
waits for a breeze to rustle against her flank
to move a hip ever so slowly,
the feminine thrust of this monumental lady.
Evening:
beckons
with the setting sun
blazing above her distant sisters.
The sky explodes;
color splashes her, deepens her shadows.
She absorbs amethyst clouds, is draped in royal purple,
puts on her makeup for a night under the stars,
to salsa, to rock on, to dance
in the dark
to
Oye Mi Amor.
- Charlene Stegman Moskal

CLIMAX FOREST, GLACIER BAY

Canadian Rockies
– R.J. Small

From here all growth can only be backward.
The land has reached its climax, where
the height of plant progression is here.
It’s forest, hemlock and spruce.
Should axes pass this way or the scour
of fire and flood, then where trees fall
they would not regenerate, but fail.
To start over is to go back; to saxifrage,
to heather, to fern, to berry and to alder.
But for now it is forest. The trees
will stand in the quiet pause of their reaching the
farthest point. Living out the patter without passion:
growing, replenishing, culling and falling.
The pattern of finality.
- Travis Stephens
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Snowshoe Hare
- Karran Finlay
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Nowhere

Outhouse II

Turn me loose
on a landscape
without a reputation,
posturing, glamour or ego.
I want to get lost somewhere
labeled
“nowhere”
to most.

Much is life in an Outhouse
Frog Green Wormwood door
Wet and sticky pine floor
Wipe seat after louse
In the corner is a mouse
Now I sit like an Emperor
The mouse I try to Ignore
The catalog is from Sears
I am too old for this
Catalog bug fears
Web has a fly carcass
Nearing the abyss

- Emily Cayer

- Terry Brinkman
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Great Grey Owl
I didn’t hear the owl
land in the pine.
I saw the shadow of her wings
spread across the meadow
with the long shadows of trees.
She stood with the sun behind her
shining through the unkept
feathers at her feet.
She never stopped moving
or circling her head
and I wondered what she saw
that made her drop to the ground
so often for nothing.

Looking Forward
- Alex Stolis

I Am Willow
I am Willow.
You are my voice.
You know me well.
Deep roots nourish me
to the very tips of my branches.
Waters flowing within
support my suppleness.

She caught herself from falling
more than she flew.
heavy, soundless,
tail, wing,
all her feathers open
Underneath.
There had been a rumor of her
but the squirrels had stopped calling.
Now she flew in the open at dusk,
no echo of flight against the ground
no beat of air underneath.

My swaying movement enlivens the air
with the play of light and shadow.
Many sit beneath me and are refreshed.
Birds alight and sing
as they dance from branch to branch.

- Alex Leavens

My response to wind and breezes
is effortless and joyful.
Any broken branches let go
without resistance.
I drop my leaves
when the sun announces it is time.
Like clockwork,
I usher in the arrival of new life
through my green shoots.
I am a placeholder for strength,
beauty and softness.
When you imitate my essence,
we are at one.
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- Denise T. Barry
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American Robin pt.1
The first Robin I saw of spring
looked at me through the window
as I was washing dishes and I swear to you
he looked right through me he cocked his head to the side and plunged
his yellow beak into the writhing dirt, swallowed
a brown earthworm and the first Robin I saw of spring
told me not to worry because the leaves
would grow back on the trees and if they didn’t
he said I could have his feathers to fill the gaps.
He is just sitting there – beak to the air –
as if he is also surprised by how full the sky could be
how generous the sun could feel how long it had been
since he plunged his hungry beak into the earth
and I felt like I was invading his meal so I went
back to doing the dishes, thinking of the Robin;
and even after all the dishes are done –
the first Robin I’ve seen of spring is still outside
of the window and his small throat is throbbing
with life, throbbing with a hope that we will make
it out of this winter – and the first Robin of spring
has me thinking about my childhood best friend
whose name was Robyn and made me feel
like there was a reason for all the rain that doesn’t really make sense but he has me hoping
his delicate wings are strong enough to cut through the air
so I went outside to ask him if he was alright if he was alive
but my voice was too harsh so he stretched
his brilliant chest and his wings snapped together
in a blur and I did not see where he flew but he called
out to me as he went – the first Robin of spring.
- Olivia Kingery

Welcome to My Norway
- Seigar

It Teaches
I always love observing
the magical elements in nature.
Our sun cannot be touched,
but the radiance caresses
with its nurturing warmth.
Water can be held
but if you attempt to grab tightly,
it will slip right out of your hands.
The wind is my favorite
because it cannot be seen,
yet, felt, as it teases and dances
around your being with its whispers.
Nature is consistently teaching us
to embrace without imprisonment.
- Lati Will
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Ursa Minor and Major
With the quickening beat of the woodlands the bear cub
wakes in the cave of his mother's shoulder
He feels her breath from behind, a prod of her nose, and
follows her
through a glen of fiddle ferns,
an explorer of his own frontier
On yet unproven legs, he stiffens at a
thrash and swoop above- a goshawk,
prey tangled in her beak
At a bend in a stream, he fixes on ripples,
then a trout, lifts his nose, lured by a breeze,
and follows his mother-guide who climbs a tree
for honey.
As a young bear, alone, marking his own range,
he crosses the boundary of the wood,
his nostrils flaring upon entering the mown field,
but in the glaring light, he rocks his head back
and retreats from the farmhas to sidestep the stone-still snake, nearly underfoot,
and disturbs the rabbit that jumps away
with a twitch
On the long summer days, he settles into his roundsripening berries, trout from his stream,
to eat honey and bees, and, at dusk,
to sit on his hill and stare at the disappearing sun

Somewhere Else
- Nadine Rodriguez
Moss has no Compass

Contrary to popular lore
(the sign says)
you should not trust moss
as a compass
when you are lost
among the trees
unable to see the sun
(or the moon)
hiding behind clouds.

Foraging by the lake, its cockled inlets, and promontories,
the bear has lived half his life-mated females,
fought over them, thwarted a wolf pack and
at night often stole into the farmlands to eat corn,
sunflower heads, beans, even to carry away a sheep
Now, slower of limb, he eats grass,
roots out grubs, fishes in the cool shallows
and,
when clouds wrestle on the floor of the sky,
freshens his face with rain

Moss grows where it knows
sustenance,
as a heart swells
where it finds the same.
It expands,
anchored, not rooted,
seeking what it needs,
wanting nothing more.
-Josephine Pino

At the foot of the wind-howled mountain the bear,
fenced in by age, leans against the creviced granite cliffclouds of breath obscure his vision, a ram close by
with splintered hooves pausing with no need to run
He moves on heavily-grazes among late dying leaves
and scratches his back on the corrugated bark of the oak
before ascending the cold trace to his cave
It may be his last winter, and here, remain
Or he may emerge and linger, his gait subdued,
for fish in the lake, bushes thick with berries,
sunsets at end of day, good soaks in the rain
and, if he can reach that far, honey in the tree
-Jed Stampleman

Nowhere
- Emily Cayer
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The Snake
A serpent in the desert turned his head
To gaze upon me as I made my way
Across the barren redness of the land,
Whose vast horizon spread before my eyes.

If Only
-Tonya Russell

I stopped and saw the serpent coiled there
Upon the rock of alabaster white.
His own colors were a dull yellow, such
That he to me seemed much more bronze than gold.

GOURD SOUNDS

From my safe vantage point I watched him move.
He coiled and he stretched a bit, but still
Did not make motions to forsake his perch.
I did not understand the way he sat.

I am tempted,
so tempted,
to open up the gourd,
cut its top
and split its sides,
to see the seeds that speak inside
as the ocean speaks inside the shell.

But finally he flexed, and at his jaw
I saw some film of gossamer come free.
And then he started moving, slith'ring down
Along the roughest edges of the rock.

But once I do,
take the voice from the throat,
I will know then
the color, shape and number of those seeds
as I will the inner texture of the gourd itself,
but I will never, never know the message,
the things that those seeds were still to say
when invisible within their shell.

As he came down his skin came more undone,
Until it loosened swiftly from his hide.
And yet he kept on moving, down a trail
Which led into the bends of canyons vast.
I followed him, though on my phone's bright screen
My map program told me my way was wrong.
He led me through a cavern, red and dark,
With slits of sunlight dappling on the path.

Satisfying one impulse
may destroy the source.
Is there only,
meaningfully,
the whole?

At last we emerged back into the sun,
And to my wonder I saw light and life.
There was a river there, with water fresh,
And brilliant flowers blooming on its banks.

- Erich von Hungen

The serpent had at last shed his old skin.
He coiled on a new rock, slick and fresh.
I turned my gaze along the water's path
And saw it leading towards a city great.
I thanked the serpent, and I journeyed on.
- C.A. Shoultz

Cloud Swirl
- Michelle Brooks
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I should hope to pray like the trees
“The trees can’t control their lives. We can’t always control what happens to us. The trees can teach us
acceptance. And metamorphosis.” - Linda Brown, quoted in The Nature Fix
I should hope to pray
Like the trees, roots running deep,
Limbs singing above.
Blending earth and sky,
Supplicants sway and bow, each
Snowy branch and bough
A sylvan chorus,
A genuflective dance, a
Chance to waltz with God.
-Gene Hyde
Bulbs

Photograph
- Gene Hyde

Small seeds within a face,
growing through flesh
like saplings bursting from soil.
A lilac from a nose –
purple rooted in cartilage –
A daffodil sprouts from a forehead –
a lily-white homage to death’s countenance
Written across the mind.
A rose bud delicately enlivens the cheeks –
an ode to fertility, a spring of Easter Sunday –
A daisy emerges from behind eye sockets –
a virginity of knowing indifference –
A Pyrenees blossoms from a mouth
unfolding unto itself like an optical illusion.

POND
2.19.19
8.06 a.m.
16 degrees

Jack in the Pulpit
- Terri Michels

Bone crushed from roots,
Seeds sprinkle through pores,
Budding anew as cells shed and
Life bursts forth.
- Tyler Grant

Paw prints in the exact same imaginary corridor as the last time it snowed.
Otherworldly in daylight, I see they are coyote prints; he’s on his
nonstop quest for sustenance, sure he is on the right path, like the
definitive song of the red-winged blackbird which calls for warmth from his airy trail.
- John L. Stanizzi
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Coyote Prints
- John L. Stanizzi

On the Rock
poised on a slanted rock
not sliding, not tumbling
to the Rio Grande below
like a rock himself,
The Great Blue Heron
unflinching in the fierce sun
his serene pose, shining beak,
gray-blue radiant feathers,
almost translucent
standing ever so still,
defying gravity in a time,
in a world, rocked with perils
overcome with gravity

Forest Pain

From Iceland's Golden Circle
- Anissa Godfrey

I steal the Forest’s pain
Hoping for forgiveness,
Revelation or perhaps fame.

likely his levity placed him
gleaming in that spotlight
commanding proper admiration
knowing I needed something,
someone to admire.

Black cherry trees cankered by fungus
Grow eructed, burled masses on their trunks,
High and low the trees slowly choke,
Rot, die and fall.

-Judy K Mosher

My chainsaw, feller of Forests entire,
Is here employed to save the lumber,
To slice the diseased knots,
To open them like jewels
Born of the struggle between vegetable and
vegetable.
The burls revealed are little cosmic star-scapes,
Swirls of galaxies and nodes of pain.
I peer at the history, laid out like a doctor’s chart,
And polish the slab,
And wonder at the genesis of oceans of stars.
I need to know the story of the life and death of
trees.
Our fate depends on Forests,
And Jesus died nailed to a tree,
And strange fruit hung from limbs in the evening
At the edge of town.
- Thomas S. Deeds

Somewhere Else
- Nadine Rodriguez
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NEST OF ECHOES
Across toxic topsoil we strode,
between mountains with peaks that explode
in the event of an emergency.
A father, in search of something pure
to show a son, who wanted only to run away
and join the circuits.
Father, sing me a song,
as I walk the endless winter
beside your uniform.
The old man took my hand,
and cleared his throat
of tumbleweeds:
“On through amber graves of wane
till evening burns us with its rain,
empty shadows, we remain.”
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We stopped when hunger hollowed us,
and lunched on doves,
beak-up in the dust.

Heron

At night we crossed a glowing river
of gasping fish, adrift on stars,
and rainbow slicks.

All wings and legs,
you take your stilted stance
atop a branch
that seems too thin
to bear your weight
yet there you stand
in search of fish.
It’s only when you fly
your beauty is revealed.
You glide on air
like a skull on a lake-legs trailing behind like oars.

How much farther, Father,
until we find this fabled grace,
and touch this ancient glory?
For days his silence screamed at me,
the colors clearly rising: red eyes,
white skin, blue heart. And then
in silhouette we saw,
perched on a cellophane egg,
the last bald eagle, too battered to fly,

- Ed Meek

sitting alone and eating mushrooms.
Father, where have all the others gone,
that this one here is so forlorn?
I don’t know, my son,
but if I had wings
I’d join them.
- John Jay Speredakos
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in another life
one i am not quite living
i can hear
and understand
all the whispers of the world around me.
i heed the wisdom of the honeybee, the river.
do not hold on so tightly
said the sea, all feather and salt
a great bird.
begin again
spoke the sun with a voice like a bell
everywhere at once.
and still
i waited for the moon.
i wait
and every day
she is quiet.
i walk with the great drum of the earth.
i listen to her song.
i whistle with the thistle
i rise with the rose
and still the moon says nothing.
i am flint and ash
i rise again and again
i am lost and found over and over.
i ask questions with every part of me.
finally,
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think about what you love most
she says
more silver than every coin
in every palm
than every ring
on every finger.
ask the inside of your inside,
consult your marrow.
what do you beat against yourself?
for what do you make yourself a door?
she asks, spoon and fiddle and pearl.

i listened for the Everything in me.

follow that ache.

Everything said: go home.
- Corey Ruzicano
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Welcome To a Rock
Inundated, air-bubbling
rock-in-a-glass friend
I shall emulate you,
your prolific confusion of
amber and pink and
most of all green
I have freed you of dirt
soil rich with mud and
crawling slimy things
It encased you, coffin-suffocated you
and you with such a fine coat
I give you water that you may cleanse
cleanse into vibrating life again
compacted life, fusions of eras
never seen by my eyes,
prints of feet long dead upon your shell,
scrapes from obtrusions never
suffered by me, scents
that clung sinuously to you
in frosts preceding my father's birth
and his father's birth
You melded souls of some earth
somewhere foreign, shared element
heat and pressure, mill ground bone
liquid flesh, animal fire
plant muck, shit, mire
You entered, withstood and divided
realms so permanently virgin
so unknown to existence of thought
pure, divine, the stuff that
whole solar systems define,
all stars, all suns,
all comets losing their brief tails
joined a willing force in you
accented you in full arrival dress,
your amber and pink and most of all
a cloak of earth's infinite green.

Fade Away
- Julie Monrad
I Walk to City Park This Morning
Sit on an old bench under ancient oaks, and
right at my feet, she lands: mourning dove, calm
and plump.
Another one drops, and another, as if the
ground is a pond pattering with rain droplets.
I watch for what must be twenty minutes; as
they fill the ground around me, peck between
damp grass.
Time comes. I stand like the rising sun, like a
Buddhist ending meditation.
A flutter rings out, a sacred magic: they all
disappear: —
wings whistling
through the air—
- Ahrend Torrey

- Hugh Findlay
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Spring Thaw
- Warren Michels

A Tree isn’t Built
it is grown,
and though it may wilt
it'll never be alone.
For a tree seldom comes as one.
When in a
forest
roads there are none.
Losing the way
in between the leaves
they begin to decay,
but I beg them please
let me leave this place.
Yet, I’m left wandering
around the base
of a towering
wooden maple.
I am
somehow unable
to touch its bark,
a simple yet
elegant
design of art.
The old wood chunks
surround the dated
tarnished tree trunk.
Never seeming to care
if they feel alone, their
roots firmly planted
in their spacious home.
Which will be gone,
one day,
even though they can’t
begin to say
how much
we’ve hurt them.
For so long
they thought we were friends.
Cutting them down
leaving a blank space
on the ground.
Now an open field.
We must stop,
yet we never yield.
Continuing to cut and clear,
when we should be in fear
of when the trees
are no
longer here.
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Painting
I painted a field
From my palette of hopes and beliefs
Covered with golden rod and purple asters
With Queen Ann’s lace
Swaying above on a soft breeze.
I brushed saffron and rose streaks
Across the sky
Above a dark pinewood horizon
And narrow leaved willows
Along a spring run.
I tried to paint you
Into all this.
It seemed that you should belong
Where other beautiful things are
And for a while maybe you did.
But winter was coming
Wind blew colder
Light shifted and colors changed
So I painted
A shadow of a passing bird
-John Jacobson

-Jack Zimmer
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Dried Mud
– R.J. Small

Quoth the Sea
Beware my kiss among the seaweed stalks
the bone-lace wave
rubbishing among the pools
the whale who booms in to
bone-bound muscle.
We imagine and then enter it
and fashion the verb into
rim of the glistering forgotten.
Silence is immeasured until
pointed by braillings of tide-mud.
I watch the rocks weathering your shoes.
This we are sinking in is not sand, not
sad as silk tears on the swell,
worldclogged water of the eye flows.
The sun under the sea is the sun
the sea accepts, from
the seal-swarming
wave-tilt at breakwater
beliefs set ashore as person’s
realm of ice-cream will melt
in the hands of error’s comedian,
addressing stuff of waves, casting aside
handshakes. Licit strong bonds govern us
but pulled also by underchains, ids,
the sea has a degree in silence

Lake Ice
- Paweł Grajnert
Anemone
Backyard rows bear familiar names:
potato, lettuce, pepper, leek,
tomato, carrot, onion, beet.
Market bins are stacked in simple terms:
cherries, apples, kiwis, grapes,
pecans, lemons, melons, dates.
Bouquets hold words from winter dreams:
anemone, verbena, lavender,
dianthus, cosmos, hyacinth.
- Raymond Byrnes

turns obsequiously
in pragmatic movements, loosening
where language rips other language
apart is where language starts.
-Giles Goodland
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Chattahoochee River
Hello painted rock
Our heads have not come to meet in a long while.
Where have I been?
Too long have I been in a prison like no other,
I have been in the city.
Too long have I imagined the sentinel street lamps to be the great
trees that guard your banks, and the lights from the millions of
windows to be the stars.
Too long have I listened to the mechanical birds chirping in concrete
canopies and in the mass of people's pockets.
Too long have I flowed in the smog choked stream of traffic. Wishing
for the journey's end.
Too long have I been in too many places at once. In either flesh and
bone or in the electrical breeze buzzing from morning till night.
I have missed you Chattahoochee.
I have missed your strong and peaceful stride through the channels of
present time.
I have missed the humbling quiet gaze of your guardians,
And the brotherly embrace of their boughs.
I have missed the quiet.
I have missed the peace.
I have missed being in the here and now and not the next.
I have missed you telling me, it is alright, and that it is ok and
that I am part of the painting on your walls and will always be.
- Ben Packer
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Ode against a dying tree
See the breath, cold tree, flowing out from near to far
Smoky-stop, I don’t know why
this breath disperses,
pooling leaves turn gray
Even young blind nature
with all its vivid color
will decay
flowing into you
this stream can turn to
vanity, or love, or so its name
if time had nature
and you had time
to stop
To see through sight’s illusion
we’ve come to live
in brief
fleeting moments
where we do nothing but try
exchanging breath with trees
on the cool
autumn stroll
- Sam Kaspar
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Composition With Mature Willow
I drape my thoughts across the folds
of decades past and arrived, point my long
spindled fingers like a dial at the verdancy
of your lawn. The creeping moon is sallow
and fat, her fish eye gapes through the fringe.
The solemn greys hold invisible stories
just begging to be written,
their pale spines turned and hidden
but I will guide your hand to them, if you ask.
I can tell you about their iridescent pulses,
and the pearly spectrum of color around the veil
below the slump of my shoulders.
You would not hear me if I whispered
immutable truths that brush past your ears
and fall limp to the ground.
I feel the breeze of your love sway me.
I stand and watch you tend your small garden
with the delicate hands of an artist.
Please understand: There will never come a time
when you regret saying “I love you.”
Say it the way you identify with the word of your name.
Say it as casually as you stroke the shudder of my leaves.
No matter that I stand calm and unrustled.
Tell me any way.
- Sara Dallmayr
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Dirt Roads and Ravines
What has brought me here?
The deep curve in the northeast
corner of the question mark
always a step away ready to take my weight.
Slanted letters shaped
by dirt roads and ravines.
Bends mirror roads
long slices of rock carving
cutting deep into dirt
hiding dark runs
still waking from winter.
My eyes catch another undercut
bank down at the bottom
a long stretch of water
another question
a curve to
follow.
- Michael Garrigan

Reflecting Tide
– Emily Cayer

No bedtime story
In a world of gismos and gadgets galore
we’re constantly on the lookout for more
till we’re up to our noses in things we don’t need
holding an iPhone in one hand and wearing a thneed
remember that story about the truffula trees?
The trees that were cut down to make more and more thneeds?
The warning flew over our heads like the sparrow at night
cause we’re still killing trees and not seeing what’s right
it’s been in front of our faces this whole time, I swear
just look all around you and tell me, where
are the birds and the bees and the flowers?
Where are the worms and the snails after afternoon showers?
They’re all dying off or going away
looking for places that aren’t so gray
where the water’s fresh and the sky is still blue
I don’t know many places like that, do you?

Bloodroot
- Terri Michels

- Helena Van Brande
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Uneven and Inclined
I used to be the number Nine
(uneven orbit, and inclined).
But over time, so much had changed.
To redefine, left me estranged.
A core of rock, and crust of ice—
crevasses deep that cut and slice.
An atmosphere that comes and goes,
and fields of magnets no one knows.
My heart I bare for all to see,
throughout the system, cosmically.
But still, a planet I am not...
A lonely object you forgot.
Until the day a poet said—
with passion, vigor, as he bled;
A planet thou no longer art—
though orbit, Sol, and bare thy heart!

Noir
- Ye Fan

-Tyler E. Saffell

“Hushed Morning”

The sun struggles to stand up tall, above the horizon.
The blue sky of morning drags behind the yellow rays,
Brushes away the purples of night.
Birds chirp, eagerly, beyond fogged window panes.
Leaves sway back and forth, giddily, ready to face the day.
Blades of grass bend slightly underneath the weight of the morning’s first cry.
Snuggled up in bed, blanket up to my nose,
I lie in sweet repose.
The memories of my dream quickly escape my mind.
I sigh.
My eyelids flutter open and shut,
For I've not quite left sleep behind.
The morning calls for silence.
It seems inappropriate to do more than softly mutter,
Or cautiously whisper.
One does not want to chase away the timid dawn.
It is a hushed morning.
During the cool, dark, damp, start of the day,
Time seems nonexistent.
It is in that moment where nothing matters,
We are unburdened for a fraction of the day.
Yes, indeed, a hushed morning.
- Cassandra Alfred
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Ubiquity: Sparrow
The sparrow, brown-grey, most familiar of birds,
is unique in this: the extra bone in his tongue.
Sparrow (yard-bird, barn-bird, pest) uses the bone
to stiffen his tongue as he cracks Seed open.
True sparrow, tree sparrow, rock sparrow,
passerine! Fierce in the power of your beak!
hold tight! hold tight! hold tight!
Oh, to be Sparrow, determined, built for
what he needs. To have in one’s mouth not only this
bone, but the muscle which hefts it into place. To be
so firm in our intentions, getting so quickly to Kernel
and spitting out later what we don’t need.
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- Paula J. Lambert

FREE
They ignore the fence. Fat Cat jumps it, bunnies
scoot under it. Crows laugh at it, smaller birds perch
atop. Coyotes and raccoons scoff. The neighbor’s
water turtle walked right through its gate as if
she owned the place. But, ultimately, it was
the hummingbird who lay claim not only
to the garden, but to the house as well.
What possessed it?
It couldn’t find its way back to free.
Frantic it pecked a windowpane.
Bird or I, who was more frightened?
It took courage to reach for the bird.
It took courage to still in the hand.
Two steps out, one palm opened,
into the blue it flew.
The sun was in my eyes,
I only felt the joy.
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- Zoë Blaylock
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My Wild River Chives

Its green shore grass
Welcoming
Blossoming purple for all to see
Giving the gift of happy resonance
Of tuneful vibrance
Of playful abandon
My wild river chives

My core sings out for freedom
And the river responds
With harmonies so deep, so moving
I cannot speak
I cannot match its timeless rhythm sounds
Currents carry me along
The gray water rushing
Past lovely island outcrops
Filled with trebling birds
And sandy bass spits
I am not afraid
Of the wildness in the river
I see only the ache
The wanting
Not their defensive thorns
Heady beach roses, I see
Paired
With oniony aromas
Only the steamy fragrance, I smell
Chives by the tidal waters
And honeysuckle
So open, so proud
Transportive in its directness
No games
And the shore lights up
With the future
Raspberries
Clouded with tiny whites
Mirroring the sky
Biding their time till June and July
When the sweet fruit
Explodes in the passion of an aging season
A chorded symphony
Answering to no one but themselves
And the noisy squawking mallards
And the humming bees
The lapping waters
The speckled rounded river rocks
My frame flows with the river
Emptying its essence into the sea
On its waters
I am finally independent
Silent, content
There is no holding back
With a river such as this
Its refrain so free
Its melody fulfilling
Like no other
Coursing, compelling, driven
Intense
No way to fence it

- C.F. Joyce
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a prayer on behalf of my trees
I say the names of trees to myself as I walk,
a quiet murmur, a decade of the rosary.
atoning, or praying for the sick:
the chinkapin oak leaves riddled with holes,
elm leaves gone yellow and crisp.
here a sycamore, a determined fig.
a pin oak rising tall. a paper birch.
familiar maples. now a pawpaw,
that forgotten fruit. a single tulip tree.
I stumble over unfamiliar leaves
pick them up and carry them home.
I press them between my books
pray the paper remembers where it came from.
the eastern cottonwoods are bushy,
stressed, surrounded by suckers.
two of them are dead. the sweetgums
down the street are healthy, for now.
when they die I will know their names.
- Audrey Lewis
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The Waterfall
The well-worn trail follows the river
through the fern-covered forest floor
amongst great trees with greater canopies.
The steady roar of water
prompts the hiker to persevere.
Feet compress soil between roots
either young and tender
or old and firm
adding risk to the journey.
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When the destination is reached
hikers stop with admiration
enjoying nature’s ions in misty air
while feasting on its great display.

Sparrow
Sanguine Sparrow
searched and searched —
glittering city of neon lights
never sits idle

- Gerald E. Greene

City’s Sparrow
Bang. Bang! She goes —
crashing into the Elm on the LED lightbox banner
crimson startled eyes. Hollow
city
breaks
sparrows
apart
trees cleared for fears
of power and properties
noise barriers guiltily painted with birds and trees
Seeing sparrows swallowing the leftover vulgar fries
others smoking from the remaining ⅓ of the cigarettes
next to the abandoned roses
Stunned Sparrow crawled back to her nest
a nest inside storeys of cages
hunted by her hungry shadows
Hollow Sparrow
rushed to her flickering armour and
slayed —
herself with a newly broken blade
in this starless night
No voice. No light
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Moon drowned to the dark reflection of the neon lights at the narrowed ‘Victoria River’.
- Nicole Lai Kwan Yee
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Nymphalidae
In other tongues, we flicker closer to your flight –
parvaneh, papillion, mariposa,
the soft undulance of words plush with quiver
and unrestrained delight.
Part bird, part flower, full wing.
See your black bent body
warming in the sun.
Every leg winding down
over the wetness of pink petals to pistils.
A soft smudge of tawny pollen
brushed against your backside.
How each palp can suck sweetness from mud.
All the salts and honeyed nectars curling
and captured in your tonguish mouth.
Sometimes you outwit what preys on you,
you draw back and form a fan
of beige false eyes or turn
to tendril green, and watch the predator
see owl, see leaf, see nothing
of what you are underneath.
Imagine the pleasurable burst of your birth,
pearly drops flung freely, then pressed
against the ribbed undersides of leaves.
A trace of silvery beads laid long
after hours spent mating what felt like sky.
See the composition of colors encased
in that silken sac. Vermillion lines, sulphorous
moons, greenish deltas of lakes and yellows fashioned
from the sun. All in that dun chrysalis, breathless,
brown and still. Your puffed, articulated skin grows tight
to feed the stranger self within.
So when you break along that fine ridge
called back, we cannot hear that stemmed body
snap and you alone, parvaneh, papillion,
mariposa, psyche’s wings, know how
you wrought yourself to spring.
- M.L. Lyons
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“Robed In Vines”

I remember thinking
of whom I wanted to be,
sitting in the shade of
a kudzu striped evergreen tree,
feeling the sun on my skin,
perhaps then and there deciding that
being
was only as deep as those rays could reach.
Today I am dressed in vines,
the stripes,
the milky, leaves
rough, and deceptive.
They do not grow, these
leaves,
From my branches.
They creep up from the earth in which I root,
they steal the very air I
breathe,
they take my branches for a corpse,
and feed like hungry
worms.

There were young
Trees—
reaching with
fruitless branches
into dreamless stew
— wishing
they had never welcomed
the stranger vines,
which creep
toward their tips,
filching the clean air
of the pioneering sky:
they enrobe the limbs,
and fill the crags
and the ruddy
bark...
The children mistake them for mint,
their leaves;
sweet,
some new tales tell...
Their vines are bitter,
streaked with damascus,
folding,
rough,
and malnourished...
The sweetness, of course,
is a lie. And when you allow
that shallow vine to root, you yourself
lose what depth you once had
in its face building
fervor.
I am dressed in a sweater,
warm and tidy,
unlike my words
which decorate my conversations
like tinsel un-certainly
placed.
I am wearing a smile
and telling people
that one day I
will write.
I comb my hair nicely
and talk in subtle jokes
and I wonder all the while
if I am interesting
or attractive...

-Craig Weimer

Blue Hawk on a Fence
- Mick Ó Seasnáin
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What’s That in the Sky?
Not being someone else’s dog
I plant a sturgeon of comfrey
A slow act of ecotage
To eventually overtake the morgue
The local grocery and liquor stores
The post office or what’s left of it
Leaves all over someone else’s dog, we raise her up
Stumbling fireman’s carry her through the ivy overtaking the sanitarium
Ivy holding up the brain the bones the bar’s infrastructure
Uninhibiting the leash tying us to this balloon filled
With unconditional love
We raise her up to just under the streetlamp
Cut the string
We shed a tear as she floats past the light
Like a moth indifferent
- Russell Zintel

Mountains
All natural and untouched by the hand of man
Looming large, high tops at natures command
Unmovable insurmountable older than ages
Too large and too wide to be put into cages
The mountains are giant not meant to be climbed
Just to let you know of the passage of time
Each one a layer of unspoken truth
Of days past when they too were once in their youth
- Jeffrey Fisher
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MIGRATING SANDHILL CRANES
Their calls pierce
shingles and wood,
even concrete held by steel,
to find me deep inside
my ordinary life.
I rush outside if I can,
those who know
my peculiar ways
not questioning my exit
to back yard or parking lot
where I search the sky
for their awkward gyre.
I spy them in their ragged line
that soon breaks apart
like leaves in a gust of wind,
circling around no stable center,
each of them possessed
by a leisure or confusion
they should not be able to afford
while escaping winter.
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I have watched them by the thousands
feeding in picked fields,
all leg and neck,
red masks fit for the dance
they do
like TV puppets,
always amazing me how they thrive
despite Nature’s disdain
for silliness
and this rampant Earth
Man has made.
-Steve Brammell
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Six Angles of Puffins
I.
A spirited priest.
A foppish imp.
A clever mime.

III.
Engorged cheek patches
are yellow and swirling
like brain coral.

V.
Chainsaws in the fog
chased by bellows and grunts:
a comic intermezzo.

An opera singer.
A scuba diver.
A faithful lover.

Mouth a watery
bed of oranges
engraved for love.

The beakful of sideways
capelin disappear into riprap,
delivered minutes fresh.

A friar.
A Scot.
A monk.

Kelp-stained beaks
rouged brightly
for nodding displays.

Repel downward,
skyward with grapnels.
A mischievous superhero.

II.
Little Lutherans
gossip after church,
dressed in Sunday best.

IV.
Black shape, too large
for comfort, translucent
fish scales for eyes.

VI.
Thousands fly
overhead and underseas.
They appease ritual.

Down in the cellar,
a child scuttles, peeking
through a doorway.

Two too narrow wings,
feathers like hooks
lift and float me in air.

Everything changes.
Curiosity kills.
The summer ends.

White-washed cemeteries,
steeples of stone lean
against a blue sea.

Rejoin me to rock,
the sanctity of my wings,
circling the brood.

Survivors shed their labels,
blend into themselves
and wash the earth away
- Paul Brooke
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Puffin
- Paul Brooke
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